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What is rhomBus?

rhomBus Route Compliance Management System™ is a
web-based solution that provides real-time location monitoring and route compliance management. The solution
was designed specifically for the student transportation
business in consultation with a major school bus operator.

How it works

rhomBus uses a leading-edge GPS device that provides
accurate tracking usually within a range of 3 metres.
The device transmits data when sensors are triggered
and every 30 seconds when the vehicle is in motion. Information is sent over a cellular data network to rhomBus gateway and application services. The information
is decoded and stored in a database that is accessed by
the flexible and user-friendly web browser application.

Automatic Route Compliance Auditing

A compelling advantage of rhomBus is the proprietary
automated route matching, compliance auditing and
performance management components. It frees staff
from the onerous task of investigating anomalies on a trip
by trip basis. Monitoring on-time performance ensures and
demonstrates adherence to route schedules while providing
real-time visibility. The system compares the planned route
with the actual execution of the plan, providing real-time analysis of operational key performance indicators. Improved decision-making based on reliable information enables the operator
to respond to service and operational issues as they arise.

Reporting & Dashboard

A robust reporting engine consolidates data with the click of a button
and facilitates the printing of reports and export of data. The extensive
dashboard and drill-through capability can easily and instantly show audit
and compliance trends.

Return on Investment (ROI)

As a school-bus operator you can achieve ROI in a short time based on improved utilization and efficiency. The system is sold as a software as a service (SaaS) solution. The
SaaS model makes it cheaper for you since it’s based on subscription rather than licensing.
Aside from the GPS tracking unit, there’s no software or hardware to buy, no installations, no
maintenance fees, and no upgrade cost. So you won’t be surprised later by hidden technology
or personnel costs.
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